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Charting the
Uncharted in
Home Waters
The Story of Antares Charts
Bob Bradfield read engineering at Cambridge University, then became
a Chartered Account and worked in finance in the City until retiring in
2003. He has always had a passion for the sea and since 2003 his time has
been dominated by sailing, sailing charities and, since 2009, his ‘Antares
Charts’ project. He became a member of the RIN in 1973.
Much of my earlier sailing was off the South and East
Coasts of England and the near-Continent, where the
charts were perfectly adequate for simple cruising between
well-established harbours and anchorages. On retiring in
2003 I sailed in a wide range of remote locations, including
the Arctic and Antarctic, where published charts were
often far from adequate and reliance had to be placed
on sailing directions, cautious instinct and the crossing of
fingers! So, in 2008, when setting off for the West Coast
of Scotland it was comforting to think that, once again, we
would have the use of good quality charts. What a shock
when I realised how wrong I was, very nearly discovering
‘the hard way’. The latter, I later discovered, was an
experience familiar to most Scottish yachtsmen!
Fig 1 From top: Extract from Captain Otter’s chart from the 1850s showing
Cragaig Bay (surroundings in fathoms) Reproduced with the permission of the
National Library of Scotland; Extract from UKHO chart 2652 Loch na Keal and
Loch Tuath that was current at the time of our survey in 2009, displayed at full
zoom; Extract from Antares Chart of Cragaig Bay at low zoom; Detail of red
rectangular area of previous chart, with red ring round 1.2m rock missing from
earlier charts but which has been added to current UKHO charts.
Note: loss of detail from original chart to UKHO chart; UKHO chart and
Antares Chart use same Ordnance Survey shoreline.
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Between my early days of independent sailing in the 1970s
and the Scottish trip in 2008 the advent of GPS had
transformed positioning for yachtsman but there had been
very little progress with charts. On my car’s satnav I could
see exactly when the left-hand turn was coming up but in
my boat, the 100m wide channel between reefs was the
width of a pin and it was quite impossible to judge when
to turn into it using only the chart and a GPS derived
position. If the charts are not fit for purpose then the area
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is effectively ‘uncharted’. The problem was mainly one of
scale: helping to fix this seemed an irresistible challenge!
A call to a supplier of hydrographic surveying equipment
established that it was something I might be able to tackle
and that the costs would be within my budget. I was sold
a basic professional single beam depth sounder, a DGPS
and some surveying software, which I was taught how to
use. Separately, I sourced a simple sidescan sonar from the
recreational fishing market, that was adequate for the very

Fig 2 Left: Part of Antares chart at low zoom. Right: detail from UKHO chart
2207 Ardnamurchan to the Sound of Sleat that was current at the time of
our survey in 2009, displayed over zoomed.The blue lines are the same and
look different only because of the levels of zoom.This old UKHO chart was
clearly not suitable for use when entering Gallanach Bay – and nor is the
current UKHO chart – both are at the same, inadequate scale and the detail
of the outer reef is still far from accurate.

as OpenCPN and Marine Navigator.
Ten years later I have published 523 charts of locations
on the West Coast of Scotland, with many more still to
do… They seem to be regarded as a ‘must have’ by a
high proportion of West Coast yachtsmen. They are also
used as the basis for many of the plans in the CCC Imray
Sailing Directions and by the UKHO to correct significant
omissions from official charts (the UKHO will add rocks
but, quite rightly, don’t remove rocks just because I say
they are not there!). I was thrilled to be awarded an MBE
in the 2019 New Year’s Honours for this thoroughly
enjoyable hobby!
But why aren’t large scale charts published commercially?
Why has it been left to an enthusiast like me? Much of
the West Coast was surveyed by Captain Otter between
1852 and 1863 (Fig 1). He and others did an excellent job
with equipment available at the time but they were unable
to achieve the horizontal accuracies necessary for use in
conjunction with the satellite derived positioning of today.
Most of the data gathered in the 19th and much of the 20th
century lacks the precision we expect when close to the
shore, and so, in the absence of more recently acquired data,
charts cannot be published at suitable scales.There were also
omissions of rocks and other hazards that were inevitable
given the lack of easily-used equipment to check between
lines of soundings.These shortcomings are illustrated in Figs
1- 4.

shallow water I had in mind, and I created a tide gauge
using submersible pressure data loggers.
In the first season, 2009, I completed 18 surveys assisted
by some oceanography students and friends. But I quickly
realised that there were some very real skills to be learnt
and if I was to achieve a good quality result I needed
to avoid the use of occasional, albeit enthusiastic, help. I
had also failed to realise that cartography is a necessary
complementary discipline and was rather slow to acquire
even the basic skills, despite support from new friends
at the UK Hydrographic Office (UKHO), and others.
Eventually a format emerged for raster charts that could
be used in a tablet, laptop or phone by anyone familiar with
‘normal’ charts. Memory-Map were very helpful in getting
my charts to work on their free navigating app alongside
Fig 3 Top: Extract from UKHO chart 2652 Loch na Keal and Loch Tuath (over
the 850 UKHO-derived charts for the UK and Ireland, that zoomed). Bottom: Antares Chart of the same area at low zoom, showing the
same blue line! Current UKHO charts still do not show this channel.
are available for only £50! I am a big fan of the MemoryMap app, not least as OS maps can also be acquired very
inexpensively, but there are many other suitable apps such
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It was not until the last decade or so that complete
coverage could be achieved with highly accurate
positioning and reliable measurement of all significant
depths. The UK’s Civil Hydrography Programme (CHP)
has already achieved widespread coverage in the West of
Scotland but there are important omissions – specifically,
most of the areas that are suitable for yachtsmen to
anchor (Fig 5)! These surveys use multibeam sounding
equipment, able to measure a swathe of depths either side
of the survey vessel. In deeper water this has transformed
the economics and reliability but not so in shallow water,
of less than 5m or so. Here there are so many issues it
is rarely sensible to use the equipment. These include: a
narrower swathe width, proportional to the water depth,
requiring much more survey time for a given area; risk of
physical damage to the very expensive transducers through
impact with rock; refraction induced errors arising from
inflowing fresh water and from localised warming of the
very shallow sea; and even from mussels and barnacles
attached to old kelp and air bubbles in seaweed such as
bladderwrack. The CHP specifications notably exclude

the shallowest water but where modern surveys have
overlapped with my own I have found some significant
errors, almost certainly arising from one or more of the
complications mentioned above. Many claims are made for
the infallibility of modern equipment and techniques but in
these challenging, very shallow waters such claims should
be treated with great caution.
So, it has been left to enthusiasts like me to deal with the
tricky areas using relatively unsophisticated equipment,
spending many a happy hour pottering up and down in a
rubber dinghy, surrounded by magnificent scenery. What a
hardship! I can’t claim the same near-certainty of locating
all hazards that is claimed for modern multibeam but I can
find most things, and everything I do find I can put in the
right place on the chart, to an adequate degree of accuracy.
It seems to meet a need…
Bob shares his ‘Antares Charts’ with yachtsmen and
others through his website: www.antarescharts.co.uk
UKHO charts © Crown Copyright and/or database rights.
Reproduced by permission of the Controller of Her Majesty’s
Stationery Office and the UK Hydrographic Office (www.GOV.
uk/UKHO).
Selected marine chart screenshots created with Memory-Map
© Crown copyright UK Hydrographic Office, HMSO.
www.memory-map.co.uk

Fig 5 Source diagram from UKHO chart 2652 Loch na Keal and Loch Tuath
on the west of Mull showing age of underlying surveys. Almost all inshore
areas of interest to yachtsmen are based on surveys from 1907 or earlier.
Only the offshore areas have been resurveyed recently.

Fig 4 Top: Extract from UKHO chart 2389 Loch Linnhe - Southern Part at
the time of our 2011 survey, displayed at full zoom. Bottom: Extract from
Antares Chart of Loch Don at low zoom, showing the same tracks.Yachtsmen
rarely visited, saying they “always run aground”! There are no withies or other
visual indications of where the channel lies.The UKHO chart has since been
redrawn.
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